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Abstract
We describe new solutions for open string moving in AdS5 and ending in the boundary, namely
dual to Wilson loops inN = 4 SYM theory. First we introduce an ansatz for Euclidean curves whose
shape contains an arbitrary function. They are BPS and the dual surfaces can be found exactly.
After an inversion they become closed Wilson loops whose expectation value is W = exp(−√λ).
After that we consider several Wilson loops for N = 4 SYM in a pp-wave metric and find the dual
surfaces in an AdS5 pp-wave background. Using the fact that the pp-wave is conformally flat, we
apply a conformal transformation to obtain novel surfaces describing strings moving in AdS space
in Poincare coordinates and dual to Wilson loops for N = 4 SYM in flat space.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of the AdS/CFT correspondence between N = 4 SYM theory and the
dual type IIB string theory on AdS5×S5 has seen steady progress in recent years. Recently,
the study of the correspondence between open string solutions and the dual Wilson loops
received renewed attention. Following earlier discussions [1, 2] on the cusp anomaly, in [3]
the authors proposed that the planar four gluon scattering amplitude is described, at strong
coupling, by an open string solution ending on a sequence of four light-like lines at the
boundary of AdS5 space in T -dual coordinates. This strong coupling string calculation is
in agreement with the gauge theory conjecture of [4]. A series of papers studied various
aspects of this proposal [5, 6, 7, 8]1. The proposal put forward in [3] was further analyzed
in [10]. There, a prescription of how to compute amplitudes for processes that involve local
operators and gluon final states was also proposed. While the string ends on light-like lines
at the horizon in ordinary AdS5 space, the operator insertion leads to string solutions going
to the boundary of ordinary AdS5 space, and which, at the same time are stretched in the
direction in which the momentum of the operator is non-trivial.
Motivated by these recent developments in understanding various gauge theory scattering
processes at strong coupling through a string description, we find in this paper several new
open string solutions in AdS5 that end at the boundary on various Wilson lines.
First we find a class of solutions ending on space-like Wilson loops. These solutions
extend to the horizon and end at the boundary of AdS5 on a large class of open lines. The
(regularized) classical area of the corresponding world-sheet is zero since these solutions are
BPS. Performing an inversion transformation we obtain a class of solutions that end on a
closed space-like Wilson loop at the boundary. In this case their expectation values turn out
to be 〈W 〉 = e−
√
λ. This result is in agreement with the conjecture in [12] that considers
two Euclidean Wilson W1,2 loops which are related by an inversion, with one of them W1
extending to infinity and the otherW2 given by a closed contour. In that case the conjecture
is that 〈W2〉 = e−
√
λ〈W1〉 at the leading order in strong coupling λ. The usual example is
the straight-line 〈W1〉 = 1 and the circle 〈W2〉 = e−
√
λ. It would we interesting to obtain the
relationship between the Wilson loops W1,2 also at subleading orders in strong coupling.
1 See also [9] and the references therein.
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In the second part of this paper we exploit the relation between the AdS5 pp-wave and
pure AdS5 to find new open string solutions in the latter space. We extend the solution
obtained in [16] in this context to other, more complex solutions. We find solutions ending on
two straight light-like lines in the x+ direction on the boundary in the pp-wave AdS5 space,
which when translated in the pure AdS5 look like hyperbolas in a (t, x) plane. Another new
solution that we find is one that ends on a time-like straight line in the time direction. In
pure AdS5 coordinates it looks like a tangent shaped line in a (x± = 1√2(x± t)) plane. The
function z = z(x) for fixed t is a line with one end on the boundary, and the other at the
horizon. We suggest that this type of solution can describe the scattering between a quark
at the boundary moving at a speed less than the speed of light and a gluon coming out from
infinity. However, it corresponds to forward scattering. It should be desirable to look for
other solutions in which the incoming gluon changes direction. We find also solutions that
end on two parallel lines in the time direction in the pp-wave, which are mapped into two
tangent type Wilson lines on the boundary in pure AdS5 space.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In the next section we described the new
Wilson loops solutions found using an ansatz in light-cone coordinates. In section III we
describe the solutions found by conformally mapping the pp-wave onto flat space. Finally
we give our conclusions in the last section.
II. STRING SOLUTIONS ENDING ON OPEN/CLOSED SPACE-LIKE WILSON
LOOPS.
The Nambu-Goto action for a string moving in AdS5 in Poincare´ coordinates is given by
S = i
√
λ
2π
∫
dσdτL = i
√
λ
2π
∫
dσdτ
1
z2
√
(∂σX)2(∂τX)2 − (∂σX.∂τX)2 (2.1)
The space-time metric is set as (here x± = 1√2(x± t))
ds2 =
1
z2
(
2dx+dx− + dx21 + dx
2
2 + dz
2
)
(2.2)
We consider the following ansatz
x+ = u(σ, τ), x− = 0, x1 = τ, x2 = a, z = σ (2.3)
where a is constant which we can set to zero (but we leave it here for later use). We also
have that z = σ ≥ 0, while τ varies over the real line. The surface ends at the boundary
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z = σ = 0 in the (space-like) line
x+ = u(σ = 0, τ), x− = 0, x1 = τ, x2 = a. (2.4)
Our objective is to find u(σ, τ) given an arbitrary function u(σ = 0, τ).
Solving the equation of motion for x−, we obtain,
u′′(σ, τ)− 2
σ
u′(σ, τ) + u¨(σ, τ) = 0 (2.5)
We also find that the equations for all the other coordinates are satisfied as long as eq.(2.5)
is true. A simple check is that u = 0 is a solution corresponding to a straight line along x2.
The main point of this ansatz is that the resulting equation (2.5) is linear and therefore can
be solved using a variety of standard methods for any initial condition u(σ = 0, τ). Indeed,
taking the Fourier transform (where we use the fact that u(σ, τ) is real):
u(σ, τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
[
eiωτu(σ, ω) + e−iωτu∗(σ, ω)
]
(2.6)
in (2.5) leads to
u′′(σ, ω)− 2
σ
u′(σ, ω)− ω2u(σ, ω) = 0 (2.7)
The general solution of this equation is
u(σ, ω) = C1e
ωσ(ωσ − 1) + C2e−ωσ(ωσ + 1) (2.8)
Since ω > 0 we keep the second solution which does not diverge as σ →∞. After that, the
most general solution of (2.5) is
u(σ, τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωe−ωσ(ωσ + 1)
[
u(0, ω)eiωτ + u∗(0, ω)e−iωτ
]
(2.9)
which is the main result of this section, allowing to compute u(σ, τ) given u(0, τ). A simpler
expression can be obtained if we define the positive frequency part of u(σ, τ) as
u(σ, τ) = χ+(σ, τ) + χ
∗
+(σ, τ), χ+(σ, τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωeiωτu(σ, ω) (2.10)
Now we should find χ+(σ, τ) given χ+(0, τ). Using the previous calculations we find
χ+(σ, τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dωeiωτ−ωσ(ωσ + 1)u(0, ω) (2.11)
= (1− ∂ξ)
∫ ∞
0
dωeiωτ−ξωσu(0, ω)
∣∣∣∣
ξ=1
(2.12)
= χ+(τ + iσ)− iσχ′+(τ + iσ) (2.13)
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where χ′+(τ) = ∂τχ+(τ). In fact it is straight-forward to check that the function
χ+(σ, τ) = χ+(τ + iσ)− iσχ′+(τ + iσ) (2.14)
satisfies eq.(2.5). As an example consider a bell-shaped Wilson loop
x+ =
1
τ 2 + a2
, x2 = τ, x− = 0 (2.15)
Doing the Fourier transform we obtain (assuming a > 0):
1
τ 2 + a2
=
1
2a
∫ ∞
0
e−aω+iωτdω + c.c., ⇒ χ+(0, τ) = 1
2a
1
a− iτ (2.16)
which implies
χ+(σ, τ) = χ+(τ + iσ)− iσχ′+(τ + iσ) =
1
2a
a + 2σ − iτ
(a− iτ + σ)2 (2.17)
From here, using eq.(2.10), we find the solution
u(σ, τ) =
(a+ σ)2(a+ 2σ) + aτ 2
a [(a + σ)2 + τ 2]2
(2.18)
This is just an example to check the validity of the method. Given any shape we can write
the solution in term of Fourier integrals using eq.(2.9) or (2.14).
Going back to the general solution (2.3), the action S is imaginary and proportional to
the area of the worldsheet A:
S = iA
√
λ
2π
(2.19)
The action is
− iS =
√
λ
2π
∫
dσdτL =
√
λ
2π
∫
dσdτ
σ2
=
√
λ
2π
T
ǫ
(2.20)
where we chose the τ interval −T
2
≤ τ ≤ T
2
and T is large. Also, we introduced a cutoff, ǫ,
in z to account for the divergency near the boundary. The solution (2.3) at the boundary
z = 0 is an open line as τ spans the real line. While the action is divergent, one should recall
[13] that in fact the physical result is obtained by adding a boundary term which precisely
cancels the linear divergency 1
ǫ
, so the physical action is actually zero. This suggests that
this solution is BPS as we now check. Note also that the result is independent of the function
u(τ, σ).
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A. Supersymmetry of the Wilson loop
The Wilson loop we considered in the previous subsection is BPS as we now proceed to
prove. The arguments are well known, here we follow [21]. Given the Wilson loop
W =
1
N
TrPˆ exp
∫
dτ (iAµ(x)x˙µ + Φ1(x)|x˙|) (2.21)
where xµ(τ) parameterizes the path and x˙ = ∂τx. Also, Φ1 is a scalar field of the N = 4
SYM theory. Supersymmetry is preserved if we can find spinor solutions ǫ to satisfy
(
iΓµx˙µ + Γ˜1|x˙|
)
ǫ = 0 (2.22)
where Γµ=±,1,2, Γ˜i=1···6 are ten-dimensional gamma matrices. In the case of the path analyzed
in the previous subsection, this boils down to
(
iΓ+x˙+ + iΓ
1 + Γ˜1
)
ǫ = 0 (2.23)
Since we are taking x+(τ) as an arbitrary function we require (in special cases such as x+ = 0
or x+ = τ the Wilson loop is
1
2
BPS):
Γ+ǫ = 0,
(
iΓ1 + Γ˜1
)
ǫ = 0 (2.24)
Using for example the representation of gamma matrices in terms of creation an annihilation
operators (see [22]) it is easily seen that only four independent solutions exist, namely the
Wilson loop preserve one quarter of the sixteen supercharges. In other words these Wilson
loops are 1
4
BPS. Their expectation value should be W = 1 independent of the coupling.
Notice that in [21] it was stated that Wilson loops involving just one of the scalar fields (here
Φ1) can be BPS only if they are straight lines. However the analysis was done in Euclidean
space, in the Minkowski case this is no longer true as we have just shown.
B. Inversion and closed Wilson loop
To construct a closed loop at the boundary of AdS5 we consider the inversion transforma-
tion x˜µ =
xµ
|x|2 which leaves the metric (2.2) invariant. After this transformation the solution
(2.3) becomes
x˜+ =
u(σ, τ)
τ 2 + σ2 + a2
(2.25)
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x˜− = 0 , x˜1 =
τ
τ 2 + σ2 + a2
, x˜2 =
a
τ 2 + σ2 + a2
, z˜ =
σ
τ 2 + σ2 + a2
(2.26)
Starting with the Nambu-Goto action in the new coordinates with metric
ds2 =
1
z˜2
(
2dx˜+dx˜− + dx˜21 + dx˜
2
2 + dz˜
2
)
(2.27)
one can easily see that indeed (2.26) is a solution with u satisfying again (2.5). Before
doing the inversion transformation, the radial coordinate z goes all the way to the horizon
0 ≤ z < ∞. After the inversion z˜ has a maximum attained at τ = 0, and σ = a, so
0 ≤ z˜ ≤ 1
2a
. Thus after the inversion the surfaces closes up in the bulk (here we assume
a 6= 0). More precisely, the solution (2.26) projected over the subspace x+ = x− = 0 defines
a sphere
(x˜2 − 1
2a
)2 + x˜21 + z˜
2 =
1
4a2
(2.28)
which is the same as the circular solution in Euclidean space considered in [11, 12, 20]. Over
that sphere x+ varies according to the function x+ = u(σ, τ).
At the boundary, z˜ = 0, i.e. σ = 0, we obtain
x˜+ =
u(σ = 0, τ)
τ 2 + a2
, x˜− = 0, x˜1 =
τ
τ 2 + a2
x˜2 =
a
τ 2 + a2
, (2.29)
Projected onto the subspace x−, x+ = 0 this curve is a circle with radius, 12a ,
x˜21 +
(
x˜2 − 1
2a
)2
=
1
4a2
(2.30)
Therefore, we can parametrize the solution at the boundary as follows
x˜+ =
(1 + cos θ) u(θ)
2a2
, x˜1 =
1
2a
sin θ, x˜2 =
1
2a
+
1
2a
cos θ, (2.31)
where u(θ) = u(σ = 0, τ), τ = τ(θ) = a tan θ
2
, and 0 ≤ θ < 2π. As a result of the inversion
transformation the Wilson lines closes up. At least as long as we take x+ = u(0, τ) as a
bounded function.
Let us compute the action for the solution (2.26)
− iS =
√
λ
2π
∫
dσdτL =
√
λ
2π
∫
dσdτ
σ2
(2.32)
As in the original coordinates, in the inverted coordinates we again introduce a cutoff near
the boundary of AdS5. This cutoff is now in z˜. This leads to the condition
z˜ =
σ
τ 2 + σ2 + a2
> ǫ (2.33)
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This equation is equivalent to
τ 2 +
(
σ − 1
2ǫ
)2
<
1
4ǫ2
− a2 (2.34)
Now we can parametrize such region with
τ = ρ sinφ (2.35)
σ = ρ cosφ+
1
2ǫ
(2.36)
where 0 ≤ ρ < R =
√
1
4ǫ2
− a2, and 0 ≤ φ < 2π.
Therefore the action (2.32) can be computed using this parametrization as
− iS =
√
λ
2π
∫
ρdρdφ(
ρ cosφ+ 1
2ǫ
)2 (2.37)
=
√
λ
2aǫ
−
√
λ+O(ǫ2) (2.38)
As in the case of the open Wilson line, the linear divergent part is proportional to the length
of the string in the (y˜, w˜) plane at the boundary. When the lengths in the two cases are equal,
i.e. T = π
a
, it makes sense to subtract from (2.38) the open line result so that the linear
divergent term cancels. In contrast to the action (or worldsheet area) of the open loop in
(2.20), the action for the closed loop in (2.38) has a non-trivial finite part. This relationship
is the same as the one from open/closed Wilson loops analyzed in Euclidean space in [12].
One can also compute string 1-loop corrections to these solutions following the procedure
developed in [14]. Let us again observe that the result in (2.38) is independent of the function
u(τ, σ). This Wilson loop is not BPS but should be invariant under a superconformal charge.
Presumably the expectation value of this class of Wilson loops can be computed exactly by
using the methods of [23] (generalized to Minkowski signature). Summing rainbow diagrams
also leads to the same result as in the case of the circular Wilson loop. Finally, let us also
mention that it would be interesting to see whether there exists any relationship between
the class of solutions considered here and the ones discussed in [24].
C. General procedure
In this subsection we show that the same procedure can in principle be applied to other
solutions with Euclidean world-sheet metric. Indeed, suppose we have a metric of the form
ds2 = 2g+−(xi, x±)dx+dx− + gij(xl)dxidxj (2.39)
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and a (conformal gauge) solution xi = x¯i(σ, τ) with x± = 0. Now let us look for a new
solution with the ansatz x+ = u(σ, τ), x− = 0, and xi = x¯i(σ, τ). The constraints (recalling
that we are looking at Euclidean solutions)
gµν (x˙
µx˙ν − x′µx′ν) = 0, gµν x˙µx′ν = 0 (2.40)
are automatically satisfied (if they were satisfied for the original solution). The equations
of motion
∂τ (gµν x˙
ν) + ∂σ (gµνx
′ν) = ∂µgαβ
(
x˙αx˙β + x′αx′β
)
(2.41)
are satisfied when µ = i, and, since ∂±gij = 0, also for µ = +. The equation with µ = −
gives
∂τ
(
g−+x˙+
)
+ ∂σ
(
g−+x′+
)
= 0 (2.42)
After replacing for the solution xi = x¯i(σ, τ), this equation of motion is linear in x+ if
∂+g+− = 0 as was the case in our previous discussion. If not, the equation is in general
non-linear. In both cases this method can provide new solutions given old Euclidean ones.
Here we looked at the straight string and the circular Wilson loop. It might be interesting
to analyze other cases as well.
III. OPEN STRING SOLUTIONS OBTAINED THROUGH THE MAP TO pp-
WAVE BACKGROUND
One can find new open string solutions in AdS5 by exploiting the map between pure
AdS5 and the AdS5 pp-wave backgrounds. These solutions correspond to Wilson loops in
Minkowski space in the dual gauge theory. The relationship between the AdS5 metric (here
x± = x±t√2 , i = 1, 2, and we use the notation x+ ≡ x+, x− ≡ x−)
ds2 =
1
z˜2
(2dx˜+dx˜− + dx˜idx˜i + dz˜dz˜) (3.43)
and pp-wave AdS5 metric
ds2 =
1
z2
(2dx+dx− − 1
2
(x2i + z
2)F (x+)dx
2
+ + dx
2
i + dz
2) (3.44)
is given by [15]
x˜+ = f(x+), x˜− = x− − 1
4
(x2i + z
2)
f ′′
f ′
, x˜i = xi
√
f ′, z˜ = z
√
f ′ (3.45)
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where F is given by the Schwarzian derivative
F (x+) = {f, x+} = f
′′′
f ′
− 3
2
(f ′′
f ′
)2
(3.46)
Mapping back simple solutions in the pp-wave AdS5 background usually produce new and
potentially useful solutions in pure AdS5.
Although in principle one can consider various functions F (x+) to obtain new Wilson
loops, in this paper we just consider the simplest non-trivial case corresponding to F (x+) = a
where a is a constant. In that case, the solution to (3.46) has the form (up to shifts2 in x+)
f(x+) = A
√
2
a
tan
√
a
2
x+ (3.47)
where A is a constant. Notice that in the limit a→ 0, AdS5 is mapped onto itself through
f(x+) =
A
x+
(3.48)
The transformation of coordinates in this case is given by
x˜+ =
A
x+
, x˜− = x− +
1
2
x2i + z
2
x+
, x˜i = xi
√−A
x+
, z˜ = z
√−A
x+
(3.49)
where one needs to choose A < 0.
In what follows we will be concerned with the situation when F (x+) is constant but non-
zero. As in [16] let us choose f(x+) of the form f(x+) =
1
µ
tanµx+. Therefore, the AdS5
pp-wave metric and the transformation are
ds2 =
1
z2
(2dx+dx− − µ2(x2i + z2)dx2+ + dx2i + dz2) (3.50)
and
x˜+ =
1
µ
tanµx+, x˜− = x− − 1
2
µ(x2i + z
2) tanµx+, x˜i =
xi
cosµx+
, z˜ =
z
cosµx+
(3.51)
The parameter µ can be scaled away by a rescaling x+ → x+µ , x− → µx−, so it can be set
to 1. However, below we will keep µ explicitly in order to be able to make the connection
to pure AdS5 which corresponds to the limit µ → 0. Using the map (3.51) we find below
new open string solutions. Let us finish this section by pointing out that the map (3.51) is
singular at µx+ = (2k + 1)
π
2
, k ∈ Z. This means that this map takes part of the pp-wave
AdS5 space into the full AdS5 space.
2 Note that a shift in x+ is an isometry if F (x+) is constant.
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A. Straight lines along the x+ direction
1. 1-line
We start by reviewing the solution in the AdS5 pp-wave that ends on a single light-like
solution, and was found in [16]
x+ = τ, x− = 0, xi = 0, z = σ (3.52)
On the boundary σ = 0, this solution may be interpreted as the world-line of a massless
quark at x− = 0. Let us point out that this is also a solution in pure AdS5 whose worldsheet
is just a half-plane ending on the x+ line at the boundary. One may wonder whether there
exists a direct extension of this solution to a time-like line with xi 6= 0 but constant, as for
example x1 = b. It turns out that there are no such solutions, i.e. b = 0. The charges in
the AdS5 pp-wave background have been computed in [16], where it was found that their
divergent parts are related by
P+ ≈ λ
4π
ln |P−| (3.53)
Let us use the transformation (3.51) and write the solution (3.52) in pure AdS5
x˜+ =
1
µ
tanµτ, x˜− = −µ
2
σ2 tanµτ, z˜ =
σ
cosµτ
, x˜i = 0 (3.54)
The worldsheet surface is given by
z˜ =
√
− 2x˜−
µ2x˜+
(1 + µ2x˜2+) (3.55)
On the boundary this solution again ends on a light-like line but now in contrast with (3.52)
the string worldsheet is more complicated. For convenience let us parametrize the surface
as
z˜(x˜, t˜) =
√
− 2
µ2
x˜− t˜
x˜+ t˜
(1 +
µ2
2
(x˜+ t˜)2) (3.56)
The plot of z˜ as a function of x˜ for fixed t˜ < 0 is shown in Figure 1, while for t˜ > 0 in Figure
2. For t˜ < 0 the rounded spike is to the left of the vertical straight line and it moves to the
left as t˜ increases. At t˜ = 0 the curve is a straight vertical line. As t˜ becomes positive the
spike moves further to the left being now to the right of the vertical line. The position of
the maximum of the semi-circular part of the solution depends on t˜ and it is at zero in the
|t˜| → ∞ limit.
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FIG. 1: Plot of z˜ versus x˜ for µ = 1, and t˜ = −200,−100,−50,−10.
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FIG. 2: Plot of z˜ versus x˜ for µ = 1, and t˜ = 200, 100, 50, 10.
As already pointed out, the position of the rounded spike is close to −t˜ for t˜ < 0 but
a bit to the left of the vertical straight line (see figure 1). This shift depends on t˜ and in
the large t˜ limit we obtain x˜s = −t˜ − δ1, with δ1 =
√
2
µ
. For t˜ > 0 the position of the spike
is a little bit to the right of the vertical line (figure 2). In the limit t˜ → ∞, we now have
x˜s = −t˜+ δ1. This means that there is a time delay in this process when moving from −∞
to ∞ in t˜. In the limit |t˜| → ∞ the height of the spike goes to the horizon as zs ∼ 2 54
√
|t˜|
µ
.
The plots in figure 1,2, suggest that we can think of this solution as corresponding to a
scattering process in the 1+1 dimensional world-sheet with t˜, x˜ being the 2d time and space
coordinates. Because of the symmetry of the solution under (x˜, t˜) → (−x˜,−t˜) this is an
elastic process, which is characteristic to integrable models in 1 + 1 dimensions.
Regarding the space-time/gauge theory interpretation of this solution, it was suggested
in [16] that one can identify the end of the string attached to the boundary as a quark. In
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addition there is the spike coming out from the horizon, which may be identified with a
gluon. Then what this solution appears to describe is a quark-gluon scattering process, but
it is not clear how to make this suggestion more precise. It would be easier if one could find
solutions describing scattering in which the gluon changes direction3.
For completeness it is interesting to compute the energy and momentum of the solution.
Since one is forcing the quark to move along a particular trajectory, they are not conserved.
In fact, the result determines the force necessary to push the quark. For t˜ > 0 the energy is
E =
√
λ
2π
E
E(t˜) =
∫ t˜
−t˜
dx˜
∂L
∂ ˙˜t
=
∫ t˜−ǫ0
−t˜+ǫ0
dx˜
1 + z˜
′2
z˜2
√
1− ˙˜z2 + z˜′2
=
µ
4
√
2
[
− 1 + 4
2 + µ2ǫ20
+
4
2 + µ2(ǫ0 − 2t˜)2
+
ǫ0
ǫ0 − 2t˜
+
2t˜
ǫ0
+ 2 log
2t˜− ǫ0
ǫ0
]
=
µt˜
2
√
2ǫ0
+
µ
4
√
2
[
− 3 + 2
1 + 2µ2t˜2
− log ǫ
2
0
4t˜2
]
(3.57)
where dot represents derivative in respect to t˜, and prime is derivative in respect to x˜. We
have introduced a small cutoff ǫ0, and expanded in the last line in small ǫ0. The cutoff ǫ0
can be related to the physical cutoff ǫ in z˜ by ǫ =
√
2t˜+ 1
µ2 t˜
√
ǫ0. For t˜ < 0 one obtains a
similar expression
E(t˜) = − µt˜
2
√
2ǫ0
+
µ
4
√
2
[
− 3 + 2
1 + 2µ2t˜2
− log ǫ
2
0
4t˜2
]
+O(ǫ0) (3.58)
Let us compute the momentum for t˜ > 0, P =
√
λ
2π
P
P(t˜) =
∫ t˜
−t˜
dx˜
∂L
∂ ˙˜x
=
∫ t˜−ǫ0
−t˜+ǫ0
dx˜
˙˜zz˜′
z˜2
√
1− ˙˜z2 + z˜′2
= − µt˜
2
√
2ǫ0
+
µ
4
√
2
[
− 1 + 2
1 + 2µ2t˜2
− log ǫ
2
0
4t˜2
]
+O(ǫ0) (3.59)
For t˜ < 0 we obtain
P(t˜) = µt˜
2
√
2ǫ0
+
µ
4
√
2
[
− 1 + 2
1 + 2µ2t˜2
− log ǫ
2
0
4t˜2
]
+O(ǫ0) (3.60)
At t˜ = ±∞ the energy of the string is the same, while at intermediate times the energy
increases. The same happens with the momentum of the string. Thus when the gluon and
quark get closer together the energy of the system increases. While both the energy and
3 In that respect, see [25] for some examples of how to construct solutions involving spikes.
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momentum of string depend on time t˜, their difference does not (here we ignore the linear
divergent terms)
E = P −
√
λ
4
√
2π
µ (3.61)
As we already pointed out, there is a time delay when the rounded spike moves from
t˜→ −∞ to t˜→∞ given by △t˜ = 2δ1 = 2
√
2
µ
. In 1 + 1 dimensional theories this time delay
translates into a phase-shift which semiclassically is related to the time delay as [17]
dδ(E)
dE
=
1
2
△t˜(E) (3.62)
To compute this phase shift we need first to get the energy of the incoming gluon. We do
not know how to define the energy of the incoming gluon but, since the only scale of the
problem is µ we can assume that E ∼ µ. This gives then a phase shift δ ∼ lnE for this
scattering.
2. 2-parallel lines
Let us look now for an open string solution which at the boundary ends on two time-like
parallel lines extended in the x+ direction as (we assume b1 < b2)
x+ = τ, x− = 0, x1 = b1, x2 = 0 (3.63)
x+ = τ, x− = 0, x1 = b2, x2 = 0 (3.64)
The full ansatz for such a solution is
x+ = τ, x− = 0, x1 = σ, z = z(σ), x2 = 0 (3.65)
We want to have the condition at the boundary z(b1) = z(b2) = 0. The Nambu-Goto
Lagrangian is explicitly dependent on σ
S =
√
λ
2π
∫
dτdσ
µ
z2
√
(σ2 + z2)(1 + z′2) (3.66)
The equation of motion for z is
z′′z(z2 + σ2) + (1 + z′2)(z2 + σzz′ + 2σ2) = 0 (3.67)
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To solve this differential equation let us first consider the change in function z = σf(σ), and
then a change in variable u = ln σ. Then the differential equation for f is
(f ′ + f ′′)f(f 2 + 1) + [1 + (f + f ′)2][f 2 + f(f + f ′) + 2] = 0 (3.68)
where here derivatives are with respect to the variable u. With the above change of variables
we restricted σ to positive values, but to account also for possible solutions extended to
negative σ we consider gluing different branches of solutions. Note that since z ≥ 0, the
physical solutions are those with f ≥ 0. To proceed we consider the differential equation for
u(f) instead of f(u) as above
u¨ =
1
f(f 2 + 1)
[f + 2(1 + 2f 2)u˙+ 6f(1 + f 2)u˙2 + 2(1 + f 2)2u˙3] (3.69)
Setting y = u˙, we integrate the equation for y(f) and obtain the solution
y(f) = − f
1 + f 2
± f
2
(1 + f 2)
√
1 + 2f 2 + c(1 + f 2)2
(3.70)
where c is an integration constant. For c ≥ 0 the expression under the square root is always
positive. For c < 0 we need c > −1, and f in the interval 0 ≤ f ≤
√
−1+c+
√
1+c
c
in order for
the square root to be real.
The expression in (3.70) can be further integrated and we obtain a solution for u = u(f)
in terms of Elliptic integrals. The boundary condition for the last integration is u(0) = ln b2
with b2 > 0. After the integration the result can be expressed as a transcendental equation
for z = z(σ) as σ = eu(
z
σ
). However, the other boundary condition that we want is that the
other end of the string ends also on the boundary. Therefore we want to have z = feu(f) → 0
for some f . It turns out that this is only possible when the constant of integration c = 0
and only for the minus sign solution in (3.70). Below we see that we can have solutions
for arbitrary c > 0, which are extended to the negative σ region. For c < 0 there are
no solutions possible even if one tries to glue solutions because the two branches in (3.70)
behave differently.
Let us analyze first the solution with c = 0. In this case in the limit f →∞, indeed we
have z → 0, and this happens for σ = b1 = 0. For c = 0 the transcendental equation for
f = f(σ) simplifies to
σ =
b2√
1 + f 2
(√1 + 2f 2 − f√
1 + 2f 2 + f
)− 1
2
(
√
2f +
√
1 + 2f 2)
− 1√
2 (3.71)
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FIG. 3: Plot of z versus σ for b2 = 1.
We plot numerically the solution z = z(σ) in figure 3. This solution is independent of µ.
The constant b2 can be expressed as
b2 =
∫ b2
0
dσ = −
∫ ∞
0
dfσ′ (3.72)
where σ′ = dσ
df
and one needs to use (3.71) and integrate this expression. The integral cannot
be done exactly, but numerically one can shown that relation (3.72) is satisfied. Note that
b2 drops out from (3.72) therefore b2 is not fixed. The value of f when z is maximum can
be obtained from
dz
dσ
= −1
f
− f +
√
1 + 2f 2 = 0 ⇒ f0 =
√
1 +
√
5
2
(3.73)
so that the position of the maximum in σ is
σ0 = b2
√
1 +
√
5
2
[
√
1 +
√
5 +
√
2 +
√
5]
− 1√
2 ≃ 0.4897 b2 (3.74)
Notice that the position of the maximum z is not at half of the σ interval.
This solution ends on the boundary at σ = 0 on a light-like line and at σ = b2 on a
time-like curve. Let us see how these lines look in the pure AdS5 metric. The line at σ = b2
maps into
x˜+ =
1
µ
tanµτ, x˜− = −1
2
µb22 tanµτ, x˜1 =
b2
cosµτ
, x˜2 = 0 (3.75)
while the line at σ = 0 maps into
x˜+ =
1
µ
tanµτ, x˜− = 0, x˜1 = 0, x˜2 = 0 (3.76)
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FIG. 4: Plot of t˜ versus x˜1 for b2 =
√
2 at the boundary z = 0.
The last null line is rather simple. The former line may be expressed as
x˜1 = b2
√
1 + µ2x˜2+, x˜− = −
1
2
b22µ
2x˜+ (3.77)
While in the pp-wave AdS5, in the (x1, x+) plane the Wilson loop were straight parallel lines,
in the pure AdS5 one remains straight line but the other is a hyperbola in the (x˜1, x˜+) plane.
As these Wilson lines might correspond to physical particles moving on the boundary let
us consider plotting t˜ versus x˜1. Let us choose b
2
2 = 2 in (3.75). Then after a boost in the
x˜+, x˜− directions one can get rid of the factors of µ in front, so the hyperbola line is
x˜+ = tanµτ, x˜− = − tanµτ, x˜1 =
√
2
cosµτ
, x˜2 = 0 (3.78)
Therefore one obtains
t˜ =
√
2 tanµτ, x˜ = 0, x˜1 =
√
2(1 + t˜2) (3.79)
while for the light-like line
t˜ = x˜ =
1√
2
tanµτ, x˜1 = 0 (3.80)
The hyperbola t˜ = ±
√
x˜2
1
2
− 1 corresponding to the time-like line (3.79) is represented in
figure 4.
The conserved charges in the pp-wave AdS5 background can be expressed as
P+ =
√
λ
2π
µ
∫ b2
0
dσ
√
(σ2 + z2)(1 + z′2)
z2
= −
√
λ
2π
µ
∫ ∞
0
df
σ′
σf 2
√
(1 + f 2)(1 + (f +
σ
σ′
)2)
(3.81)
P− = −
√
λ
2πµ
∫ b2
0
dσ
1
z2
√
1 + z′2
σ2 + z2
=
√
λ
2πµ
∫ ∞
0
df
σ′
σ3f 2
√
1 + (f + σ
σ′ )
2
1 + f 2
(3.82)
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Near the boundary of AdS5 the integrals diverge, therefore we introduce a cutoff ǫ in z.
While we cannot perform the above integrals exactly we can extract the divergent parts.
Cutoff in z translates into cutoffs in f . Recall that z = 0 both for f = 0 and for f → ∞,
thus there is a ǫ dependent large small cutoff in f , fmin as well as a large one fmax. Using
(3.71) and let us expand z = σf in the limits
z = σf = b2f +O(f
2) = ǫ ⇒ fmin = ǫ
b2
(3.83)
z = σf = f
− 1√
2 [b2(1 +
√
2)2
− 3
2
√
2 +O(
1
f 2
)] = ǫ ⇒ fmax =
(b2
ǫ
)√2 (1 +√2)√2
2
√
2
(3.84)
To compute the charges (3.81,3.82) we expand the integrands in the small and large f limits
and extract only the values of the integral near fmin and fmax. More precisely (3.81) becomes
P+ = −
√
λµ
2π
[ ∫
fmin
df(− 1
f 2
) +
∫ fmax
(− 1√
2f
)
]
=
√
λµ
2π
(b2
ǫ
+ log
b2
ǫ
+O(ǫ0)
)
(3.85)
For the other charge (3.82) we obtain
P− =
√
λ
2πµ
[ ∫
fmin
df(− 1
b22f
2
)+
∫ fmax
df
(2
√
2− 3)2 3√2− 12
b22
f
√
2−1
]
= −
√
λ
2πµ
[ 1
2ǫ2
+
1
b2ǫ
+O(ǫ0)
]
(3.86)
Keeping the leading orders in ǫ in these charges, we eliminate ǫ and obtain the relationship
between the divergent parts of the charges
P− ≈ − π√
λµ3b22
P 2+ (3.87)
Let us finish the discussion about the charges by pointing out that the action (3.66) on the
solution is real, and up to the length of the τ interval it is the same as P+.
Let us return to the differential equation (3.70) and consider the situation c > 0. The
two branches in eq.(3.70) behave in the same way. They both satisfy σ → 0 as f →∞, but
there is no point other then σ = b for which z = 0. We take the negative branch, denoted
z−, to depend on c and b2 > 0, while the positive one, z+ on c and b1 > 0. For fixed b1 and
b2 we want to find a solution for c = c(b1, b2) so that
z+ − z−
∣∣∣
f→∞
= 0,
dz+
dσ
+
dz−
dσ
∣∣∣
f→∞
= 0 (3.88)
For such solutions we use the positive branch for σ < 0, and therefore this branch smoothly
continues to the negative branch to negative values of σ until it reaches the boundary at
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σ = −b1. Let us find the constant c satisfying (3.88). The solutions of (3.70) for c > 0 is
(recall that σ = eu)
u±(f) = ∓G(f, c) + ln b√
1 + f 2
(3.89)
where
G(f, c) =
i√
1 + c−√1 + c
(
F [i sinh−1[f
√
1− 1√
1 + c
],
2 + c+ 2
√
1 + c
c
]
− Π[1 + c+
√
1 + c
c
, i sinh−1[f
√
1− 1√
1 + c
],
2 + c+ 2
√
1 + c
c
]
)
(3.90)
where F [x,m] and Π[n, x,m] are the incomplete Elliptic functions defined as
F [x,m] =
∫ x
0
dθ√
1−m sin2 θ
, Π[n, x,m] =
∫ x
0
dθ
(1− n sin2 θ)
√
1−m sin2 θ
(3.91)
The conditions (3.88) become
1
2
ln
b1
b2
= G(f, c)
∣∣∣
f→∞
(3.92)
=
√
1 + c+
√
1 + c
c
[
−K[−2(1 +
√
1 + c)
c
] + Π[
1
1−√1 + c,−
2(1 +
√
1 + c)
c
]
]
and
2f +
1
u′+(f)
+
1
u′−(f)
∣∣∣
f→∞
= −1 + c
c
2
f
+O(
1
f 2
) = 0 (3.93)
where K[x] = F [π
2
, x] and Π[x, y] = Π[x, π
2
, y] are Elliptic integrals. The condition (3.93)
is satisfied in the limit f → ∞. The right hand side in (3.92) is negative and satisfies
limc→0G(∞, c) = −∞, and limc→∞G(∞, c) = 0. The fact that G(∞, c) is negative is in
accord with our initial assumption b1 < b2. Also, the limit b1 → 0 gives c → 0 in accord
to the previous c = 0 analysis. For a fixed ratio b1
b2
< 1, equation (3.92) gives a solution for
c = c(b1, b2). While it is not possible to invert (3.92) to get c = c(b1, b2) one can solve it
numerically. For example for b2 = 1, b1 = 0.5 we obtain c ≃ 4.77. Gluing together the two
solutions as explained above we obtain the solution shown in figure 5. On the boundary
(z = 0) this solution ends on two time-like lines at x1 = b2 and x1 = −b1. They can be
mapped to pure AdS5 coordinates as in (3.75) where the lines look like hyperbolas.
Let us compute the charges (3.81,3.82) in this case with c > 0. Again the integrals cannot
be computed exactly but we can extract the divergent terms coming from the region near
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FIG. 5: Plot of z versus σ for b2 = 1, b1 = 0.5, c = 4.77.
the boundary z = 0. We need to expand the two branches given in (3.89) near f = 0 using
the negative branch near σ = b2 and the positive branch near σ = b1. This leads to two
cutoffs in f near the boundary of AdS5
z+ = fσ = b1f +O(f
2) = ǫ ⇒ f1 = ǫ
b1
, (3.94)
and
z− = fσ = b2f +O(f 2) = ǫ ⇒ f2 = ǫ
b2
(3.95)
The charge (3.81) can be written as
P+ = −
√
λ
2π
µ
[ ∫ ∞
f1
df
σ′+
σ+f 2
√
(1 + f 2)(1 + (f +
σ+
σ′+
)2)
+
∫ ∞
f2
df
σ′−
σ−f 2
√
(1 + f 2)(1 + (f +
σ−
σ′−
)2)
]
(3.96)
Expanding the integrands near f = 0 we obtain
P+ = −
√
λ
2π
µ
[ ∫
f1
df(− 1
f 2
) +
∫
f2
df(− 1
f 2
)
]
=
√
λ
2π
µ
b1 + b2
ǫ
+O(ǫ0) (3.97)
The other conserved charge (3.82) can be computed in a similar way and we obtain
P− = −
√
λ
2πµ
b1 + b2
b1b2ǫ
+O(ǫ0) (3.98)
Let us observe that the divergent part of the charges do not depend explicitly on c. Elimi-
nating ǫ we obtain the following relationship between the divergent parts of the charges
P+
P−
≈ −µ2b1b2 (3.99)
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B. Straight lines along the time direction t
1. 1-line
Let us start with the metric (3.50) restoring the time coordinate in Poincare patch (t = x0)
ds2 =
1
z2
(−dt2 + dx2 − µ
2
2
(x2i + z
2)(dx+ dt)2 + dx2i + dz
2) (3.100)
We look for a solution which at the boundary ends on a time-like line along the t direction.
A solution of this form is
t = τ, x = 0, z = σ, xi = 0 (3.101)
Here σ > 0. In the pp-wave AdS5 space we compute the conserved charges and obtain
E =
√
λ
2π
[1
ǫ
+
µ√
2
logR +O(R0, ǫ)
]
(3.102)
where we have introduced a cutoff ǫ near the boundary and a cutoff R near the horizon.
Here cutoffs in z are the same as cutoffs in σ. The other conserved charge corresponding to
the isometry along x is
P =
√
λ
2π
[ µ√
2
logR +O(R0)
]
(3.103)
Computing the action on this solution we obtain the same expression as the energy up
to a factor of T , where we take −T
2
≤ τ ≤ T
2
with T large
S =
√
λ
2π
T
∫ R
ǫ
dσ
1
σ2
√
1 +
µ2
2
σ2 =
√
λ
2π
T
[1
ǫ
+
µ√
2
logR +O(R0, ǫ)
]
(3.104)
We observe that the only divergency in ǫ is linear; like in the previous cases this divergency
should be canceled by a boundary term. In the limit µ → 0 the pp-wave space is the same
as pure AdS5, and we see that in this limit (3.104) reduces to the well known straight string
solution [18].
Let us now map this solution to pure AdS5. Under the map (3.51) this solution is mapped
into
x˜+ =
1
µ
tan
µτ√
2
, x˜− = − τ√
2
− µ
2
σ2 tan
µτ√
2
, z˜ =
σ
cos µτ√
2
, x˜i = 0 (3.105)
On the boundary the straight line in pp-wave coordinates is mapped into a line with tangent
shape in pure AdS5 as shown in Figure 6. The world-sheet surface is described by the
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FIG. 6: Parametric plot of t˜ versus x˜, for µ =
√
2 at the boundary z = 0.
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FIG. 7: Parametric plot of z˜ versus x˜, for µ = 1, and t˜ = −100,−50,−10,−3.
equation
z˜ =
√
− 2
µ2x˜+
(x˜− +
arctanµx˜+
µ
)(1 + µ2x˜2+) (3.106)
This looks similar to the surface in (3.55) as one can see in figure 7 for t˜ < 0. The difference
with the case in (3.55) is that now the point where the line ends at the boundary is shifted
compared to the situation in (3.55). It is obtained from the solution of equation x˜− +
arctan µx˜+
µ
= 0. This shows that in the present case the end point on the boundary moves
with a speed less than the speed of light. The position of the vertical line is obtained when
x˜+ = 0, i.e. x˜ = −t˜. On the worldsheet, the process can again be viewed as an elastic
scattering process, while in the spacetime/gauge theory it can be viewed as the scattering
between a gluon and a quark moving at a speed less than the speed of light.
Following what was done for the line in the x+ direction in (3.57), we would like to
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compute the energy and momentum of string. However, in this case the computation cannot
be done exactly because of the complicated form of the solution (3.106), and the fact that
the equation x˜− +
arctan µx˜+
µ
= 0 cannot be solved explicitly for x˜0 = x˜0(t˜). This solution
gives the limit of integration in the computation of energy which for t˜ > 0 is −t˜ ≤ x˜ ≤ x˜0.
As in the case of the line in the x+ direction, here we again expect that both energy and
momentum of the string depend on time. The time delay for the rounded spike as it moves
from one site (at t˜ = −∞ ) to the other (at t˜ = ∞) of the vertical line can be computed
and we obtain △t˜ = 2δ1 = 2
√
2
µ
. This is the same as what we had in the case of the solution
in the x+ direction in section 3.1.1. Since µ is the only physical scale available we expect
that asymptotically at |t˜| → ∞, the string energy will be again proportional to µ. Upon
eliminating µ we expect that in this case the resulting phase shift is again of the form
δ(E) ∼ lnE.
It is also interesting to consider a solution obtained from a particle which, in the pp-wave,
moves at constant velocity. It interpolates between the one at rest, considered here and the
one moving at the speed of light considered in the previous subsection. The solution in flat
AdS5 space can be obtained simply by using the symmetry:
x˜+ → x˜+, x˜− → 1
ξ2
x˜−, x˜i → 1
ξ
x˜i, z˜ → 1
ξ
z˜ (3.107)
which gives, from (3.106), the new solution:
z˜ =
√
− 2
µ2x˜+
(x˜− + ξ2
arctanµx˜+
µ
)(1 + µ2x˜2+) (3.108)
interpolating between eq.(3.106) for ξ = 1 and eq.(3.55) for ξ = 0. The boundary Wilson
loop is described by the equation
x˜− = −ξ2arctanµx˜+
µ
(3.109)
It represents a particle coming from infinity at the speed of light which slows down, attaining
its minimum speed
v =
1 + ∂+x˜−
1− ∂+x˜−
∣∣∣∣
x˜+=0
=
1− ξ2
1 + ξ2
(3.110)
at x˜ = t˜ = 0. We see that the particle is at rest at the origin when ξ = 1 and moves at the
speed of light when ξ = 0.
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2. 2-parallel lines
We extend the above construction and look for a solution which at the boundary z = 0
consists of two time-like parallel lines along the t direction (let us assume b > 0)
t = τ, x = ±b, xi = 0 (3.111)
The ansatz for such a solution is
t = τ, x = σ, z = z(σ), xi = 0 (3.112)
The Nambu action becomes
S =
√
λ
2π
∫
dτdσ
1
z2
√
1 + (1 +
µ2
2
z2)z′2 (3.113)
We want the solution for z to obey the boundary condition z(±b) = 0. Since the action
does not depend explicitly on σ the conserved charge is
1
z2
1√
1 + (1 + µ
2
2
z2)z′2
= d2 (3.114)
where d is a constant. The differential equation obeyed by z is
z′ = ± 1
z2d2
√
1− d4z4
1 + µ
2
2
z2
(3.115)
The worldsheet surface reaches a maximum value in the radial direction of AdS5, i.e. 0 ≤
z ≤ 1
d
, where we assume d > 0. The distance between the Wilson lines at the boundary can
be expressed as
2b =
∫ b
−b
dσ = 2d2
∫ 1/d
0
dz z2
√
1 + µ
2
2
z2
1− d4z4 (3.116)
Let us note that in the limit µ → 0 the equation of motion reduces, as it should, to the
equation corresponding to the usual two parallel lines [18] solution
z′ = ± 1
z2d2
√
1− d4z4 (3.117)
It is possible to express the integrals of the equation of motion (3.115) and condition
(3.116) in general for arbitrary values of µ, d, in terms of the elliptic integrals but the
expressions are not very useful, so we do not write them down. Only two of the parameters
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FIG. 8: Parametric plot of t˜ versus x˜, for µ =
√
2 and b = 1 at the boundary z = 0. The
upper curve is the image in the tilde coordinates of the x = −b straight line, and the lower curve
corresponds to the x = b straight line.
b, µ, d are independent because of the condition (3.116). Let us see the form of the solution
after considering the transformation (3.51) that brings the metric back into pure AdS5. The
explicit solution is complicated in the general case, but we can look at how the Wilson lines
at the boundary (z = 0) transform
x˜+ =
1
µ
tan
µ√
2
(±b+ τ), x˜− = x− = 1√
2
(±b− τ), x˜i = 0 (3.118)
In the pure AdS5 coordinates, t˜, x˜ become
t˜ =
1√
2µ
tan
µ√
2
(±b+ τ)− 1
2
(±b− τ), x˜ = 1√
2µ
tan
µ√
2
(±b+ τ) + 1
2
(±b− τ) (3.119)
While in the pp-wave AdS5 space, in the plane t, x we had two straight lines in the t direction,
in the pure AdS5 in the plane t˜, x˜ we have more complicated curves. The curves at x = ±b
are plotted in the new coordinates in figure 8. As expected, of course, the curves in the pure
AdS5 coordinates are again time-like.
Let us compute the conserved charges associated to translations in t and x in the pp-wave
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AdS5 background. The energy of the string is
E =
√
λ
2π
∫
dσ
∂L
∂(∂τ t)
=
√
λ
2π
2
∫ 1
d
ǫ
dz
1
z2
√
1 + µ
2
2
z2
1− d4z4 (3.120)
where we introduced a cutoff at small z. Let us recall that in fact µ can be set to 1 by
rescaling of x+ and x−. For simplicity let us set µ = 1. The integral in (3.120) can be done
and, expanding the result in small ǫ we obtain
E =
√
λ
π
1
ǫ
+
√
λ
2
√
2π
1
d
[
(1 + 2d2)K[
2d2 − 1
4d2
]− 4d2E[2d
2 − 1
4d2
]
]
+O(ǫ) (3.121)
where E[x], K[x] are elliptic integrals. The other conserved charge is
P =
√
λ
2π
∫
dσ
∂L
∂(∂τx)
=
√
λ
2π
µ2
2
2
∫ 1
d
0
dz
√
1− d4z4
1 + µ
2
2
z2
(3.122)
This integral can be expressed in terms of Elliptic integrals but the exact expression is not
very illuminating. Let us mention that the integral is convergent so here we do not need a
cutoff in z. The charge P should be dependent on the length of the string in the x direction,
thus providing a relation between the parameters µ, d, b. Of course, we already exploited
such a relation in (3.116).
We observe that for a particular value of d, i.e. d = 1√
2
(or d = µ√
2
for arbitrary µ)
the integration in (3.115) is simpler and the solution, in this case, can be written as a
transcendental equation for z
− z√
2
√
1− z
2
2
+ arcsin
z√
2
+ c1 = ±
√
2σd (3.123)
Constant c1 can be obtained from the boundary conditions that z(±b) = 0. This gives
c1 = −
√
2b. The negative branch is to be used for positive values of σ. The condition
(3.116) can also be easily integrated and it gives an expression for b as b = π
√
2
4
(or b = π
√
2
4µ
for arbitrary µ). For this particular case the conserved charges reduce to
E =
√
λ
π
√
1− d2ǫ2
ǫ
=
√
λ
π
1
ǫ
+O(ǫ), P =
√
λ
d
4
(3.124)
The computation of the action on this solution gives
S =
√
λ
2π
2T
∫ 1
d
ǫ
dz
1
z2
√
1 + µ
2
2
z2
1− d4z4 (3.125)
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where we have chosen the τ interval −T
2
≤ τ ≤ T
2
, with T large. Also, we introduced a small
cutoff in z to account for the expected divergency near the boundary of AdS5. Let us recall
that because of the condition (3.116) only two parameters are independent, so the action
can be expressed in general as S = S(b, µ). For simplicity let us choose again µ = 1. Doing
the integral and expanding in small ǫ we obtain the action
S =
√
λ
π
T
ǫ
+
√
λ
2
√
2π
T
d
[
(1 + 2d2)K[
2d2 − 1
4d2
]− 4d2E[2d
2 − 1
4d2
]
]
+O(ǫ) (3.126)
The function of d at order O(ǫ0) is decreasing. It is interesting to note that for the particular
value d = 1√
2
the O(ǫ0) term vanishes. As in [13] one needs to regularize the area by adding
a boundary term that cancels the linear divergent term 1
ǫ
.
So far we discussed the solution in Minkowski space. It turns out that this solution can
also be found in the Euclidean space-time and worldsheet. The same was found in [19] in
the case of other simple solutions that are nontrivial only in the AdS5 part of AdS5 × S5.
One can go from Minkowski to Euclidean by taking t → it, τ → iτ . The solution (3.112)
is also solution in Euclidean space. The equation of motion is again (3.115). In Euclidean
space it makes sense to relate the action of a string solution that ends on the boundary on
a Wilson loop to the expectation value of the Wilson loop.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed new methods to find solutions describing open strings
moving in AdS5 and ending in the boundary. According to the AdS/CFT correspondence
they are dual to Wilson loops in N = 4 SYM theory. The first solutions were found by
using an ansatz leading to linear (and unconstrained) equations of motion. They describe 1
4
BPS Euclidean Wilson loops with the shape x+ = x+(x1), x− = x2 = 0 in usual Minkowski
light-cone coordinates x±, x1,2. Using an inversion we mapped them to closed Wilson loops
whose expectation value is 〈W 〉 = e−
√
λ. Other, different, solutions were found by considering
Wilson loops for N = 4 SYM living in a four dimensional pp-wave. By doing a conformal
transformation we can obtain Wilson loops in usual flat space. In this way new interesting
solutions were found. They seem to describe gluons interacting with quarks, the gluons being
described by spikes coming out from the horizon. We expect these solutions to give a basis
for further generalizations and a deeper understanding of Wilson loops in superconformal
27
theories.
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